
Galatians 3 P10 

 

((3:15-23))  

PRAY 

Well here we are again, in the book of Galatians! A book which poses NO small challenge in relation to 
its interpretation!! 

I remember in seminary thinking THAT there were TWO books in the NT which would CAUSE me a great 
deal of pain should I ever HAVE TO teach them…Revelation and Galatians. 

Which means I MUST BE a complete GLUTTON for punishment since NOT only have I CHOSEN to study 
(and teach) from these TWO BOOKS- but to do so AT the same time! 

Actually, the real reason I chose to launch a study on these two books, is BECAUSE once you understand 
their HISTORICAL and THEOLOGICAL CONTEXT, they are NOT all that INTIMIDATING. 

What was ONCE problematic and confusing, BECOMES far less difficult and QUITE CLEAR. 

And that (most especially) as it relates to GALATIANS. 

Though this BOOK could easily be considered the “deep end” of the pool (in relation to the doctrine of 
the Bible), it nonetheless IS AN AREA we can all learn to SWIM in if we come prepared with the proper 
“floaties”. 

IOW: IF you (again) understand its HISTORICAL and THEOLOGICAL context. 

SO, before we begin DIGGING into the verses we JUST READ – allow me to quickly GIVE that to you (this 
is  - of course, not the first time I have done this, which means much of what I will be saying NOW will be 
review, but there is at least one piece that is NEW and very needful, if we are to appreciate what Paul is 
doing in chapter three). 

The Historical and Theological Context of Galatians in 5 propositions: see handout 

i. To be justified means to be in right standing with God; to be spiritually clean and forgiven; to be a 
child of God;  to be a child of Abraham. 

ii. Under the Old Covenant (OC), the means of the justification was through observing the clean laws 
(i.e. circumcision, animal sacrifice; Sabbath rest and washings related to separation). Paul calls these 
“the works of the law” (WOTL). 

Not only does the Bible make this clear, but also the writings of the historical writings of the Jewish 
community (for example): 



The book of Jubilees in the Jewish Pseudepigrapha… 

“Anyone who is born whose own flesh is not circumcised on the eighth day is not from the sons of the 
covenant that the Lord made with Abraham, since he is from the children of destruction. And there is 
therefore no sign upon him so that he might belong to the Lord because he is destined to be destroyed 
and annihilated from the earth and to be uprooted from the earth…” 

According to Jewish scholar Geza Vermes,  “every male Israelite enters the Covenant through the rite of 
circumcision, shedding his own blood as the blood of covenantal sacrifice” 

This (again) is what is meant by WOTL – those laws which God prescribed as the means to entering into 
a covenantal and clean relationship with Him. The clean laws – laws which separated those belonging to 
God (and saved) from those who were not. 

iii. Peter, James and the circumcision party still believe the WOTL are necessary for justification and 
therefore are attempting to get the Galatians to also observe the OC clean laws.  

iv. Paul however declares this “faith plus the WOTL gospel” false and damning. Not because it is 
works-based-the Bible knows no such religion. But because under the New Covenant, Christ has 
become our one clean law; the exclusive way of being justified; our only requirement for entering into 
a forgiven state and right standing with God; the single path to becoming the saved children of God 
and the children of Abraham. Therefore all that is necessary to be justified is faith alone in Christ 
alone. 

v. Paul writes the Galatians letter to get the gospel right (GTGR).     

Which means this is the STRUCTURE of its instruction…Paul is establishing in this letter those truths 
necessary to GTGR—and in chapter three, verses 15 and following WE encounter the 11th in that list… 

11. GTGR requires understanding the purpose and place of the “works of the law” (or the OC) within 
redemptive history. 

And according to Paul, here is the first thing we need to understand… 

11.1. The WOTL (or the OC) were never a part of God’s plan in bringing justification to the Gentiles. 

And the reason I say that is because of what Paul says in ((15-16)) 

IOW: The promise of the Gentiles one day entering into a justified and saving relationship with GOD – a 
promise originally made to Abraham, was NEVER something God intended to happen through OC Israel 
(or more importantly –the WOTL)… 

It was NOT (as Paul says) a promise made to Abe’s “offsprings referring to many (i.e. the many 
descendants of Abraham – known as the OC nation of Israel) – but referring to one” – MEANING the one 
descendant of Abraham-- JESUS CHRIST.  

And (as Paul also states) once THAT stipulation WITHIN the Abrahamic covenant has been “ratified” (i.e. 
a sworn commitment by oath) “no one annuls it or adds to it” SINCE “even with man-made covenants 
this was true (HOW MUCH MORE then with a divinely-made covenant – one between God and man!) 

 



The contract God made with Abraham (to justify the Gentiles by faith) THEREFORE STANDS according to 
the EXACT TERMS by which it was made---which AGAIN in this case, WAS a commitment of fulfillment 
in/thru THE ONE offspring –that offspring being Jesus Christ (the very distant –in the future relative) of 
Abraham –NOT OC Israel! 

Which means (as we also discussed last week) THOUGH OC Israel did fail to BE faithful in her covenant 
relationship with GOD, they DID NOT fail in this respect (since it was never given to them as a 
responsibility). 

AND (as I mentioned last time as well) if ONE cannot see the practical value of this (especially as it 
relates to GTGR) all one has to do is consider the theological position of the CAMP (where arguably) the 
largest group of so-called Christians RESIDE—and that is the DISPENSATIONAL position – which states 
just the opposite.  

According to Michael Grisanti, Associate Professor of Old Testament at the Master’s Seminary (the 
Dispensational Hub of the West)…   
 
“The Abrahamic Covenant, which gives Israel an exalted place in God’s program for the world, promises 
that Israel will be a channel of blessing to ‘all peoples on earth’ (Gen 12:3)… In the years leading up to 
Isaiah’s prophetic ministry, the nation of Israel often failed to live in accordance with her God-given 
function.” 
 

FAILURE which (in reality) was a responsibility/obligation NEVER given to them – Doesn’t make much 
sense – DOES IT? 

BUT (again) the only way we CAN understand that (and as a result GTGR)—is by taking the time to DIG 
IN – (to enter the deep end of the pool) and UNDERSTAND Paul’s words (here) in Galatians 3---TO (truly) 
understand the purpose and place of the “works of the law” (or the OC) within God’s redemptive 
plan/history. 

Which brings us (then) to our new material for today and the 2nd thing Paul wants us to understand in 
this respect –and that is the fact that… 

11.2. The WOTL (or OC) were also never meant to replace the Abrahamic covenant or its 
unconditional promises. 

 ((17-18)) 

“This is what I mean…” – that is where Paul starts the point he is making in these verses…BUT rather 
than using that phrase to indicate an attempt at further CLARITY to what he has already said, Paul is 
(instead) using this phrase to (NOW) establish practical application. 

IOW: He is now EXPANDING not EXPLAINING! 

The WOTL and the OC were not only never a part of God’s plan for reaching the Gentiles salvifically, BUT 
also never meant to (somehow) replace what God had promised in unconditional terms to Abraham in 
his covenant (which again was this issue of the Gentiles one day being justified in the same way that Abe 
had been- through faith alone). 

 Or again in Paul’s words ((17)). 



“430 years AFTERWORD” = According to (Exo 12:40) that was the amount of time the Israelites lived in 
Egypt AFTER God made covenant with Abraham –AND before He established the OC – a covenant which 
also included (of course), the WOTL (both are in Paul’s mind when using this phrase “the law” in this 
verse). 

As I mentioned, it is common for Paul’s in his letters to refer the WOTL as simply “the law”. It is also 
common (however) for Paul to refer to entire OC in this way. 

Paul Rainbow, commenting on this phenomena he says (and I quote), 

“So closely does Paul associate the commandments with their contractual setting at Mount Sinai that he 
can, on occasion, denote the entire many faceted idea of the old covenant using the simple word ‘law’”. 

And so it is (here) in verse 17: The OC - “which came 430 years afterward, does not annul the covenant 
(i.e. the Abrahamic covenant) previously ratified…” 

Paul’s conversation continues to be about both the WOTL –AND the OC.  

And the issue (is still) THAT of annulment or cancellation 

 This time (however) IT is NOT the recipient of the promise THAT is Paul’s focus—BUT its mechanics. 

  IOW: It is the “HOW” – not the “WHO” Paul is NOW concerned with! 

This is the EXPANSION of what he said PRIOR (in verses 15 and 16). 

JUST as there is NO ability to change/get rid off WHO the promise was made to (or would be fulfilled by ) 
in the future…SO there is NO change/cancellation to HOW it will be carried out. 

And the “how” is AGAIN by faith – God “promised” Abraham that the GENTILES would be justified by 
faith alone ---AND as we saw (back in v12) “the law is not of faith” – THAT is (iow) NOT HOW it works—
that is not the “mechanics” of justification functioning under the WOTL – or the OC (where it was 
instituted). 

(To put it another way)… if the WOTL (or the OC which housed them) were God’s redemptive plan for 
saving the Gentiles THEN NOT only has the WHO of the promise changed but also the HOW. 

Which is EXACTLY Paul’s point in ((18)) 

This word “promise” (used twice by Paul in this verse) is another example of ellipsis (grammatical 
shorthand). It stands for THE PROMISE OF JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH ALONE. 

“If (Paul says) the inheritance (i.e. justification and all its benefits) come by the law (meaning again the 
WOTL – and the OC where they are housed)…(IF that is HOW it will be accomplished) [THEN] it no longer 
comes by promise (meaning the promise of it being accomplished by faith alone) –BUT GOD gave it to 
Abraham as a promise (meaning again – a promise of doing it by faith).   

And that promise was a part of (as Paul states once more in verse 17) “a covenant previously ratified by 
God” – i.e. previously sworn by oath (by God) to come to fulfillment (and that we discussed in detail 
from verses 15 and 16 and Gen 22 last time we were in the book). 

IT was (iow) an unconditional promise.  



Which brings us FULL CIRCLE (and to re-iterating this 2nd point)… 

The WOTL (or OC) were never meant to replace the Abrahamic covenant or its unconditional promise  

That WAS NEVER the purpose BEHIND why GOD instituted the WOTL or THE OC---and (as we saw) that 
wasn’t a part of their makeup (or mechanics). The WOTL were not of faith  - YET the promise was. 

Which BEGS (then) the question…WHAT in the world WAS their purpose? 

WHY did GOD establish the WOTL (and the OC)? 

And to those questions PAUL provides an answer starting in verse 19 – BUT we are going to HOLD OFF 
looking at that until NEXT WEEK because there is a MASSIVE – MOUNTAIN –SIZED TRUTH sitting right in 
the middle of these VERSES that we just covered –THAT cannot be ignored (and will take us the 
remainder of our time to DISCUSS! 

WHAT (particular truth) am I talking ABOUT? 

 I am talking about the truth THAT… 

 God plays by His own rules. 

 As (we just saw) if God “ratifies” (i.e. swears an oath) to do something – or to see that something is 
done, He MUST fulfill it (v. changing His mind and replacing it w/something else). 

Notice THAT is the PRESUPPOSITION that Paul is working from in making the argument in verses 17 and 
18 regarding the fact that the OC and the WOTL cannot replace the PROMISE of JUSTIFICATION by faith 
alone. He is essentially saying, “God MUST play by His own rules (meaning the rules He expects us to live 
by—He lives by as well).” SO just as we are not to swear an oath (and then change our mind and do 
something else – we are instead to let our “yes” be “yes” and our “no” be “no”) – the same can be 
expected of GOD (Heb 6:17-18). 

IMAGINE if that were NOT the case.  Then Paul’s whole argument could be easily refuted (“God did 
swear to do it THAT way (by faith) – but now He has changed His mind—and decided to do it a different 
way –(by the WOTL).”).  

WHY do I say that THIS truth is MASSIVE (or MOUNTAIN –SIZED) –meaning a truth we dare NOT miss? 

WHY (iow) is understanding this truth so important (i.e. that God plays by his own rules)? 

11.2.1. B/C much of our basis for understanding God is the rules He establishes for us. 

(e.g. 1Jo 2:23 – “this is the commandment that we love one another”…1Jo 4:8 “…God is love.”) 

IOW: God is (and does) what He commands us to be and do. 

 

 

 



11.2.2. B/C much our basis for understanding how human beings have been made in God’s 
image is dependent on this. 

This is just the other side of the coin. What makes us image-bearers is the fact that we are 
(supposed to) portray God to rest of creation. Yet how we do that is NOT by the fact that we are 
omniscient or omnipresent or omnipotent, BUT by following those rules/laws that God has 
established for us. (IOW): We reflect God by our behavior (Eph 5:1; 1Pe 1:14-16). Hardly (then) 
could we be reflecting GOD (in that way) if God Himself is not bound by such rules!   

11.2.3. B/C unless that is the case, we have no standard by which to morally judge God as 
righteous (or trust Him). 

That may seem out of line (us judging God)—but it is what God Himself calls us to do (e.g. Mal 
3:10; Isa 7:7-14; Rom 3:1-6; 1Pe 2:3) – yet HOW do we do that – if the standard (He has given to 
us for such moral judgment) is not the same for Him? Or more importantly – how do we trust 
Him? 

11.2.4. B/C Galatians 3:17-18 is not the only argument in Scripture dependent on this truth 
(that God play by His own rules). 

IOW: Our ability to understand/appreciate what is being said in other places in Scripture also 
requires that God play by the rules that He establishes for us (for example):  

11.2.4.1. The rules established for marriage in Ephesians 5:22-32 (are also how Christ operates 
in His marriage to His people/the church). 

11.2.4.2. The requirements for divorce (Mat 19:9; Deu 22:13-24 also Deu 24:1-4). (Isa 50:1) and 
(Jer 3:1-8) are completely based upon God playing by the rules He has established for us (in this 
regard). This is also the basis behind what Jesus prophesies in Matthew (21:43) and Revelation 
(5:5) (and ultimately brings to pass in 70 AD). For this reason also (b/c God plays by His own 
rules) that it isn’t until His divorce is finalized (in judgment) that He takes to Himself a new bride 
(in Rev 19) – b/c marriage (according to His rules) is to be “one man and one woman” (God –
iow- is not a Mormon polygamist). 

11.2.5. B/C if we miss this truth, we end up in false gospel camp of antinomianism. 

God doesn’t have to follow His own rules which means when they don’t work, then you get to 
change them. That is the majority position within so-called Christianity today in HOW they view 
the plan of salvation (or the gospel). God did it one way with the Jews (they had to “earn” their 
salvation), and now it’s just the opposite (God promises to save us regardless of what we do- as 
long as we have faith). IOW: We go from legalism to antinomianism. As such, passages like (2Ti 
2:11-13) are brutally massacred. 

These (then) are the practical consequences of missing this massively important truth—(that 
God plays by His own rules)—a truth Paul both believed and put to good use in the verses we 
discussed today from Galatians 3.  (AND) It is on this truth THAT he establishes the fact that the 
WOTL (and the OC) were never meant to replace the unconditional promise of justification by 
faith (established under the Abrahamic covenant).  Which (as I mentioned) BEGS the question – 
“WHAT was their purpose?”  -- a question we will begin discovering the answer to NEXT WEEK 
as we continue our study of GALATIANS chapter 3.  ------------ Let’s PRAY  


